
reimagining the mundane



One may place frameworks and principles to ‘measure’ beauty, but it remains highly subjective. And that is essentially because beauty is no quality. It exists

in the mind that chooses to see it, or contemplates it. And more than a trained eye, it is the intent that encourages citing this subjective notion of what may

be appealing. I am reminded of an anonymous anecdote: ‘a man asked an artist, “how do you make such beautiful things from a stone?”. The artist smiled.

“Beauty is already hidden there. I just remove the extra stone for it to reveal”, he said’. There is another aspect beyond subjectivity of the beholder that

becomes significant in this process of distilling and extracting; and that is to bring in focus the very essence of things. Philosophically, essence is the key

attributes that makes things what they fundamentally are. It is the nature of things and such that it possesses a certain metaphysical characteristic, a specific

power, properties, or function that sets it apart from others and makes the thing be the kind that it is. And this leads us to the notions of form and matter.

This basic duality in all existence makes the ‘whatness’ of everything. Further extending this idea brings to focus the raison d'être, the dharma of all things

living and non-living. In the postmodern era, deconstruction was an important approach for both, the study and making of the art. The method critically

analysed the internal working and conceptual systems of a discipline, the relational quality of meaning, and question the basic assumptions implicit in forms

of expression.

This exhibit brings together young visual-practitioners who in their own unique ways investigate the notion of beauty. In doing so, they reject lofty

references. Instead, they draw motivation from their mundane surrounding. Objects that do not get a second glance and scenes that we take for granted

become the muse for their art. Rubble and rocks, and even the discarded cake of formed concrete-mix are the references for the works of Suryakanta Swain.

A migrant from a rural village in Odisha to the metro city of Delhi, he witnessed a transition that created a sense of rootlessness in his new urban life. His

works revolve around the ideas of co-existing and diverse cultures of hyperactive city lives. Its fast paced and constantly changing landscape, non-stop

construction activity, deconstruction and decay, leading to restless ambiguity and meaninglessness makes Swain wonder on the existential question of the

meaning of life. He chooses found material and layers it with the craft of weaving, as an ode to his roots that also magically makes the discarded an object of

desire.



Nayanjyoti Barman’s inspiration is sourced from the place of his father’s work, who met with a fatal accident at a thermal power station. He experiments

with techniques and materials, connecting the rural and urban contexts through his work. Formed sculptures using packaging cardboard and jute

encourages conflicting narratives, exposing veiled truths and inherent contradictions. Barman interrupts societal expectations by deconstructed

architectural configurations that are disturbing and intriguing at the same time. What emerges in his work is the aesthetic in the broken and the

dismantled. His embellishments have an uncanny reference to the ritualistic decoration of the goddess in festive times (durga pooja) of the Eastern region

of the country, evoking nostalgia.

The agrarian upbringing of Khageswar Rout remains the core reference in his practice. His interests in botanical specimens lead him to draw his sculptural

designs from the logic of vegetal forms. His conscious use of a basic material like clay translated to complex and sophisticated structure is an insight, not

only into organic growth but also a realisation of architectonic forms. Rout contemplates a practice based on an idea of reconciliation between realised

formal logic and intuitions. Khageswar’s inclinations towards exploration of material and a slow and careful handling of the same is intrinsic to natural

forms, he aspires to realise. In parallel, Pappu Bardhan’s images on paper celebrate the organic beauty. He investigates the idea of shelter using fruits and

vegetables as icons to bring to attention, ironically, the very destruction of nature owing to urbanization. He reminiscences the variety of flora and fauna

from his childhood, one that is conspicuously missing in the concrete jungle of the city. A recurring image in his work is that of man clinging to a cut-open

vegetal form, as though embracing to a dream or memory. The work has a resemblance to the very recognizable scene of crowded public transportation,

oddly called the lifeline for the urban middle class. Bardhan reminds us of the symbiotic relation of all elements in nature.

Intrigued by the idea of non-static beauty, Sonali Sonam observes and draws inspiration from her own surrounding and socio-political scenarios. Her works

influenced by the miniature style investigate the natural world in the urban. In her view, beauty is not personal, rather it is very much dependent on the

spectator, and it changes with time. She is interested in how a collection of mundane activities can become a new reality where once we all exist but at the

same time it becomes strange to us. Sonam consciously employs the use of void spaces, delinking anything they resemble and yet creating a metaphoric

sense of infinity. She leaves her viewers space for imagination, as also uncertainty.

Citing beauty – reimagining the mundane layers the rawness with finesse, symbolising rooted being meandering the alien urban. The collection sieves

through a maze of confusion to present the singular. It celebrates nature and all its elements. While it does not debate ‘man vs. nature’, the works compel

the audience to take a step back… in contemplation.

Rahul Kumar

(September 2021)



KHAGESWAR ROUT 



Khageswar Rout (born 1992) in an agrarian family in rural Odisha completed his

graduation in 2014 and post-graduation in 2016 from the Department of Sculpture,

Faculty of Visual Arts, Rabindra Bharati University, Kolkata. His interests in botanical

specimens lead him to draw his sculptural designs from the logic of vegetal forms.

He will be showcasing terracotta sculptures in the upcoming group show at Exhibit

320, titled Citing Beauty – reimagining the mundane, curated by Rahul Kumar.



ANNEX & DISSEVER CODE II & III
Terracotta and partially coated shellac
16” x 15” x 16” & 21” x 11” x 20”
2019 
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NAYANJYOTI BARMAN  



Nayanjyoti Barman (born 1994) in a small village in Assam. He studied at Visva Bharti
University before completing his masters from MS University, Baroda in 2021. His
inspiration is sourced from the place of his father’s work, who met with a fatal
accident at a Thermal Power Station. He experiments with techniques and materials.
His works connect the rural and urban contexts for the upcoming exhibition at Exhibit
320, titled Citing Beauty – reimagining the mundane, curated by Rahul Kumar.



Nayanjyoti Barman | A Demolished City | Cardboard | 2’ X 1.5’ X 5” |2021



Nayanjyoti Barman | A Demolished City | Cardboard | 2’ X 2’ X 4”, each |2021
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PAPPU BARDHAN 



Pappu Bardhan (born 1975) studied at the Rabindra Bharti University, Koklata, before his

masters from MS university, Baroda in 2001. Nature and the burning need to conserve it

became his singular focus for his art. He reconstructs its relation with humans and eventual

destruction. His water colour on paper works investigates these ideas that will be part of the

exhibition at Exhibit 320, titled Citing Beauty – reimagining the mundane, curated by Rahul

Kumar.



Pappu Bardan | Untitled | Watercolor on Paper | 30”X 20” & 10”X 11” |2021
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Pappu Bardan | Untitled | Watercolor on Paper | 30”X 20”, each  |2021
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Pappu Bardan | Untitled | Watercolor on Paper | 30”X 20”, each  |2021
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SONALI SONAM



Sonali Sonam (born 1995) grew up in Kolkata. She studied at Kala Bhavan, Viswa Bharti, Shantiniketan

and went on to complete her masters from College of Arts, New Delhi. Intrigued by the idea of non-static

beauty, she observes and draws inspiration from her own surrounding and socio-political scenarios. Her

works influenced by the miniature style investigate the natural world in the urban for the upcoming

exhibition at Exhibit 320, titled Citing Beauty – reimagining the mundane, curated by Rahul Kumar.



Sonali Sonam
From the series – Reimagining the 
Mundane | Untitled 1 
Watercolor on 200gsm Fabiano 
Paper, Pasted on Board | 24”X 24” 
|2021

(Detail)
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Sonali Sonam
From the series – Reimagining the Mundane | Untitled 2 
Watercolor on Paper| 42”X 42” |2021
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Sonali Sonam |From the series – Reimagining the Mundane | Untitled 3 | Watercolor on Paper | 43”X 44”, set of 5 |2021
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Sonali Sonam |From the series – Reimagining the Mundane | Untitled 4 | Watercolor on Paper | 7”X 8.5”,each|2021
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Sonali Sonam |Journey 1| Watercolor on Paper | 15.5”X 48” | 2020

(Detail)(Detail)
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Sonali Sonam | Journey 2
Watercolor on 3h gsm Fabiano Paper| 
44”X 30” |2021
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SURYAKANTA  SWAIN



Suryakanta Swain (born 1985) grew up in Odisha. He studied at BK College of Art & Craft before completing his

post-graduation from College of Art, New Delhi in 2017. As a migrant from a rural village to a metro city, he

witnessed a transition that created a sense of rootlessness in his urban life. His works revolve around the ideas

of co-existing and diverse cultures, a selection of which will be shown at the upcoming exhibition at Exhibit 320,

titled Citing Beauty – reimagining the mundane, curated by Rahul Kumar.



Suryakanta Swain| If We Lost ,What We  Found |Water Color On Paper With Paper Crafts | 32” x 24”, each| 2021
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Suryakanta Swain| Sight Of The Site 

Penciled   On   Paper   With   Paper   Crafts 

14” X 11” , each |2021
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Suryakanta Swain |Ground Reality  
Watercolor on Paper| 12” x 9”, each|2020
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Suryakanta Swain |Ground Reality  
Watercolor on Paper| 9” x 6.5”, each|2020
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Exhibit320 showcases contemporary art from India and the subcontinent, creating a platform for new thoughts and ideas. The emphasis of the

exhibition space is on new media, and it structures as a place for creative endeavor, aesthetic exploration and furthering visual dialogue. Our aim is

to discover and encourage new and emerging talent. Exhibit 320 also organizes seminars, lectures, discussions, and talks that contextualize art within

critical discourse.

Exhibit 320 is located in the heart of lado sarai, in the capital city of New Delhi. The space is envisioned by Rasika Kajaria, an avid admirer and art

collector. She is committed to sharingher philosophy and understanding with the growing viewership.

Exhibit 320 is a dynamic and creative hub for artists, the arts and its audience

A b o u t U s

Contact Us

www.exhibit320.com
F- 320, lado sarai, OLD MB road,New 
Delhi – 110030
+91-11-46130637

www.exhibit320@gmail.com
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